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GROUP CYCLE

OVERVIEW

A CYCLE OF 
EXCELLENCE

Schwinn® has come a long way since 
building the first indoor cycling bike. Today, 
in addition to manufacturing premium 
cycling equipment, we are a global 
organization of passionate Schwinn® Master 
Instructors who educate tens of thousands 
of instructors around the world every year. 
We know the bikes in your cycling room are 
only as good as the instructors who teach 
on them, that’s why we are committed to 
developing cutting-edge programming and 
providing tools that can help any instructor 
elevate their class experience and excite 
members.

LAUNCH PACKAGE

Enhance your indoor cycling program and 
improve your promotions with the Schwinn® 
Solutions Digital Launch Package. Contents 
like logos, images, editable posters and 
videos will help you promote your program 
and attract new members. Utilize Schwinn® 
education resources to empower your staff, 
energize your members and encourage 
correct cycling techniques, which will help 
them meet their fitness goals and fall in love 
with indoor cycling.

This digital launch package contains direct 
links to the downloadable content. 
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Integrating innovative programming, products 
and promotions into your facility is an ongoing 
challenge for owners and operators. In an 
ever-changing consumer fitness environment 
change and innovation are a requirement for 
business success, client engagement and 
client retention.

Core Health & Fitness is excited to offer 
Schwinn products, programing and marketing 
tools to help you drive new programing 
opportunities that will assist in your business 
growth, space utilization, training revenue 
and client satisfaction. In addition, you will 
be providing more opportunities to build 
community within your facility and capitalize 
on one of the strongest trends in the industry 
today – Indoor Cycling.

GETTING STARTED

OWNERSOLUTIONS
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FACILITY DESIGN

Layout GuideSchwinn Brand VideoGroup Cycle Showcase

FINDING A PROPER LAYOUT 

Figuring out how to maximize your space is an important aspect of designing the layout for 
your studio. There are many things to consider like the number of cycles you will use, how to 
layout your rows and how much space to leave between the bikes. How you should arrange 
your space will largely come down to usage and preference, so we have included examples 
of a variety of spaces and floor plans as well as a facility set up quick guide to help you 
figure out what will work best for your facility.

Things to consider when setting up your facility:

• Decide what kind of experience you want in your cycle space and make 

sure there is a variety, i.e.: technical rides, HIIT, focused rides, fusion 

rides, community/team rides, party rides etc. 

• Bike set up should reflect what you are trying to accomplish with your 

class. If that is building a community, place the bikes closer so riders 

can interact if needed. If you plan on doing a fusion ride, allow more 

space between bikes for activities that take place off of the bike.

• Placing the instructor bike at the front of the class allows members to 

see the instructor and mimic or follow along. This can be enhanced with 

the use of a stage to elevate the instructor’s bike, improving visibility. 

• Lighting should be versatile to support mood being created. Use a 

dimmer for motivational, emotional rides or party. Use brighter lights for 

fusion activities, so members can see what they need to do and mimic 

the instructor. 

• Flooring should be safe and clean.

• Sounds systems should allow instructors to connect wirelessly and 

provide volume and pitch controls. The system should be positioned 

near the instructor bike if possible. 

• Set up a “Book a Bike” system so members can sign up for a class and/

or specific bike.

• Provide water and towels (if possible) near the cycle room Keep the 

temperature of the cycle room comfortable for a ride. 

• Provide fans and ventilation.

• Have basic cycle tools available, i.e. Allen Keys, a pedal cage tool or a 

towel to remove cages and a socket set for seat adjustments if needed.

Indoor Cycling Facility Set Up -  Quick Guide

31’ x 25’

35.5’ x 24.5’

https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-layout-guide
https://corehandf.com/media-videos/?v=223806555
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-group-cycle-showcase
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-group-cycle-showcase
https://corehandf.com/media-videos/?v=223806555
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-layout-guide
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GROUP DISPLAY / LEADERBOARDS
ADD COMPETITION AND INTERACTIVITY

Take your group cycle experience to another level by adding a group display system to your facility. Compatible with the Schwinn Echelon console, 
there are several options for displaying data from each rider in order to compare their performance against the rest of the class. These class
experiences provide an engaging, competitive and community building environment for the riders. Some provide simple cycling metrics; Power output, 
RPM, Heart Rate and more, while others create virtual gaming experiences. All are intended to inspire riders to reach higher levels of performance.

Visit our technology partners for more details on each of their offerings:

http://myzone.org/health-clubs/myzone-club-features/
http://www.myperformanceiq.com/indoor-cycling/
http://www.spivi.com/cycle-studio-system/
http://www.fitmetrix.io/Solutions/Indoor-Cycling
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RESOURCES

WE ARE HERE TO SUPPORT YOU
To drive Schwinn® cycling programs in your facility you will need the correct tools and some time with your Core Health & Fitness representative to 
establish a space plan and determine which products best suit your facilities needs. Our knowledgeable staff is here to support you through each 
step from inception, to successful launch and beyond.

Core Health & Fitness Website 2018 Digital Catalog Schwinn Sell Sheets

http://www.corehealthandfitness.com
https://stairmaster.sharefile.com/d-s4612a738a4f4b9c8
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-sell-sheets
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GROUP CYCLE

EDUCATION / MASTER TRAINERS

Education Brochure
8.5 x 11 in / 21 x 29.7 cm

UPGRADE YOUR GROUP CYCLE
Schwinn® has come a long way since building the first cycling bike. Today, in addition to manufacturing premium cycling equipment, we are a global 
organization of passionate Schwinn® Master Trainers who educate thousands of instructors around the world every year. The bikes in your cycling room 
are only as good as the instructors who teach on them, that’s why we are committed to developing cutting-edge programming and providing tools that 
can help any instructor elevate their class experience.

VIEW BIOS ON ALL OUR MASTER TRAINERS AT
corehandf.com/certification/

https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-education-brochure
http://corehandf.com/certification
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-education-brochure


Indoor Cycling Instructor Training has been 
around for years but with the growth of 
independent studio business and an increased 
number of larger chain clubs dedicating 
additional real estate for cycling, this is one 
category that has experienced growth even in 
the toughest of economic times. Indoor cycling 
classes are more on the consumer’s radar than 
ever before. 

This presents a tremendous opportunity for 
new instructors to get started in the industry, 
and for owners to reinvent the customer 
experience, to bring in new team members 
and customers, and improve retention.

As an owner you know that your greatest asset 
is your team. They create the experience, they 
engage your members and they deliver the 
message that you want to deliver. Schwinn® 
has dedicated itself to creating the most 
authentic, scientifically rooted and rewarding 
class experience by producing knowledgeable 
trainers that embody the Schwinn values.

TRAINING

TRAINERRESOURCES
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GROUP CYCLE

FOUNDATIONS BOOKLET

MORE THAN 
GREAT BIKES - 
EXPERTISE
To help you get started we have created the 

Schwinn Foundations Booklet with tips and 

quick references on bike fit, cycling lingo, 

warm ups and cool downs, certification 

prep, etc. This is a useful reference for 

existing trainers, but also is a valuable tool 

for those starting down to path to becoming 

a certified Schwinn® instructor.

Foundations Booklet
8.5 x 11 in / 21 x 29.7 cm 

https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-foundations-booklet
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-foundations-booklet
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GROUP CYCLE

LIVE TRAINING INFORMATION

Full Event Schedule at
registration.corehandf.com

GET CERTIFIED 
Learn more at corehandf.com/certification

(Certificates Earned in Official Schwinn Certification Courses)

UPGRADE YOUR GROUP CYCLE
In North America, you can host a Schwinn® Education 9 hour training event at your facility. This is a great way to train new instructors, refresh 
existing instructors, and introduce your team to new concepts or products such as the MPower™ Echelon2 Power Console. In addition, Schwinn® 
can help you promote this training in several ways. Contact us for information on how we can help you offset the cost of the event or even turn it 
into a revenue-generating day for you!

https://corehandf.com/certifications/registration1/
http://corehandf.com/certification


The final component of the successful launch 
of Schwinn programming and products in your 
facility is making sure your staff, your clients 
and your community know you are innovating 
and growing your program offerings.

We have included numerous editable digital 
tools to empower you to promote your facility 
internally with posters, client handouts and a 
variety of content. You also have the ability to 
promote your programs externally with print, 
web and social media tools. 

Start your promotions at least 30 days prior to 
your program launch to maximize attendance 
and build excitement.

THE POWER OF
PROMOTION

MEMBERSHIPMARKETING
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PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

AC Power AC Performance AC Sport IC Classic MPower Echelon2

https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-product-images
https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-product-images
https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-product-images
https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-product-images
https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-product-images
https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-sell-sheets
https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-sell-sheets
https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-sell-sheets
https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-sell-sheets
https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-sell-sheets
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-sell-sheets
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-sell-sheets
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-sell-sheets
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-sell-sheets
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-sell-sheets
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-product-images
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-product-images
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-product-images
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-product-images
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-product-images
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GROUP CYCLE

PRODUCT PORTFOLIO

SC Power SC 7 SC 5 Cadence Pro

https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-product-images
https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-product-images
https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-product-images
https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-product-images
https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-product-images
https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-sell-sheets
https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-sell-sheets
https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-sell-sheets
https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-sell-sheets
https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-sell-sheets
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-product-images
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-product-images
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-product-images
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-product-images
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-product-images
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-sell-sheets
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-sell-sheets
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-sell-sheets
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-sell-sheets
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-sell-sheets
https://corehandf.com/studio-solutions/?dl=studio-product-images
https://corehandf.com/studio-solutions/?dl=studio-product-images
https://corehandf.com/studio-solutions/?dl=studio-product-images
https://corehandf.com/studio-solutions/?dl=studio-product-sell-sheets
https://corehandf.com/studio-solutions/?dl=studio-product-sell-sheets
https://corehandf.com/studio-solutions/?dl=studio-product-sell-sheets
https://corehandf.com/studio-solutions/?dl=studio-product-sell-sheets
https://corehandf.com/studio-solutions/?dl=studio-product-images
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GROUP CYCLE

LOGOS

Schwinn Logos

https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-logos
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-logos
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GROUP CYCLE

FREE-CLASS CARD

5 x 7 in / 12.7 x 17.8 cm
Post Card

3.5 X 2 in / 8.9 x 5 cm
Business Card

https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-free-class-business-card
https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-free-class-postcard
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-free-class-postcard
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-free-class-business-card
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GROUP CYCLE

COMING SOON POSTER

Coming Soon Posters
24 x 36 in / 61 x 91.4 cm

https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-coming-soon-posters
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-coming-soon-posters
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GROUP CYCLE

POP-UP POSTER

Schwinn Pop-up Posters
24 x 64 in / 61 x 162.5 cm

https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-popup-posters
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-popup-posters
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GROUP CYCLE

EMAIL BLAST

Email Marketing Content
600 x 844 px

https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-email-blast
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-email-blast
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GROUP CYCLE

EDITABLE FLYERS

Schwinn Flyer Templates
8.5 in x 11 in / 21 x 29.7 cm

https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-editable-flyers
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-editable-flyers
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GROUP CYCLE

PHOTO ASSETS

https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-liftstyle-photos-web
https://corehandf.com/cycling-solutions-download-frame/?dl=schwinn-liftstyle-photos-print
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-liftstyle-photos-print
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-liftstyle-photos-web
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GROUP CYCLE

VIDEO ASSETS

Schwinn Customization VideoSchwinn / 4iiii Power Couple Video Schwinn Brand Video

https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-carbon-blue-video
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-2017
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-brand-video
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-custom-video
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-brand-video
https://youtu.be/XH5cW0U1uVs
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ufUip96-1Z8
https://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-4iiii-video
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GROUP CYCLE

SOCIAL ASSETS

Schwinn Sample Ride
Share Now!

Schwinn Brand Clip
Share Now!

Schwinn Echelon Console
Share Now!

Carbon Blue Throwback
Share Now!

Echelon 2 Overview
Share Now!

https://twitter.com/SCHWINNtraining/status/856961198134222848
https://www.facebook.com/SchwinnIndoorCycling/videos/1373128829421264/
https://www.instagram.com/p/BQYYS7zBWLk/?taken-by=schwinnindoorcycling&hl=en
https://twitter.com/SCHWINNtraining/status/854100485636214784
https://www.facebook.com/SchwinnIndoorCycling/videos/1347946931939454/
https://www.facebook.com/SchwinnIndoorCycling/videos/1387420691325411/
https://www.facebook.com/SchwinnIndoorCycling/videos/1389123997821747/
https://www.facebook.com/SchwinnIndoorCycling/videos/1248536885213793/
https://twitter.com/SCHWINNtraining/status/854072136222228480
https://www.instagram.com/p/BV-vlyOgR_9/
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GROUP CYCLE

SOCIAL ASSETS

1200 x 630 px 506 x 253 px 1080 x 1080 px

Social Asset Gallery

IMAGE SIZING REFERENCE:

http://corehandf.com/schwinn-solutions/?dl=schwinn-social-assets


FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT:

SALES@COREHANDF.COM

©2018 Core Health & Fitness LLC. All rights reserved. Star Trac, the Star Trac logo and StairMaster are registered trademarks of Core Health & Fitness, LLC. 
Schwinn and Nautilus are registered trademarks of Nautilus Inc. used under license to Core Health & Fitness, LLC.
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